Automatic generation of textual artefacts (including code, documentation, configuration files, build scripts, etc.) from models in a software development process through the application of model-to-text (M2T) transformation is a common MDE activity. Despite the importance of M2T transformation, contemporary M2T languages lack support for developing transformations that scale with the size of the input model. As MDE is applied to systems of increasing size and complexity, a lack of scalability in M2T transformation languages hinders industrial adoption. In this paper, we propose a form of runtime analysis that can be used to identify the impact of source model changes on generated textual artefacts. The structures produced by this runtime analysis, property access traces, can be used to perform efficient source-incremental transformation: our experiments show an average reduction of 60% in transformation execution time compared to non-incremental (batch) transformation.
Introduction
Although MDE can reduce systems complexity and increase developer productivity [1] , achieving scalability of MDE processes, practices and technologies remains an open research challenge and is important for widespread industrial adoption [2] . The scalability challenges in MDE are numerous and include: performant persistence of very large models, modularity and reusability in the definition of very large modelling languages, and efficient propagation of changes between artefacts (including models). This paper focuses on the latter challenge, in the context of propagating changes from models to textual artefacts (such as source code, documentation, or build scripts).
While a substantial amount of work has been carried out in the context of incremental model-to-model transformation over the last decade and several prototypes are available, incremental model-to-text transformation has received little attention. Beyond Xpand, 1 none of the publicly available model-to-text transformation engines available today support efficient propagation of changes in models to generated textual artefacts.
In the absence of automated incremental model-to-text transformation capabilities, model-driven engineering processes involving large and frequently changing models grind to a halt unless workarounds are employed. For example, full code generation from large UML models in one of our industrial partners takes hours to complete. To avoid long and wasteful generation cycles, engineers need to steer the generator manually to regenerate only parts of the code that they anticipate to be affected by the changes they have made to the model since the last generation cycle. Performing such impact analysis manually requires intimate knowledge of the code generator and is error prone.
In this paper, we demonstrate an approach for achieving fully automated source-incremental model-to-text transformation through the use of property access traces. The proposed approach uses runtime analysis to capture infor-mation about the way in which a transformation accesses its source models. When the source models change, a property access trace provides an efficient means for determining which subset of the transformation must be re-executed to propagate changes to the textual artefacts. Crucially, a property access trace allows the transformation engine to reduce (and ideally eliminate) execution of the parts of the transformation that are not affected by the changes to the source models, and the M2T transformation scales better as a whole. The proposed approach is agnostic both of the source (modelling) and the target textual language. In Sect. 4, we discuss the results of experiments we have conducted which show up to a 60% reduction in the average re-execution time of a M2T transformation using the source-incremental technique proposed in this paper.
This paper is an extension to our previous publication [3] in which we proposed a design and prototype implementation for computing and querying property access traces in order to perform efficient propagation of changes from models to textual artefacts. 2 In [3] , we demonstrated how an M2T transformation language can be extended with property access traces to incrementally propagate changes in an offline mode. The offline transformation mode assumes that re-synchronisation of generated artefacts with the input model is required only when a new version of the input model is available. In this extension, we expand our investigation to include online transformation. Online transformation enables the synchronisation of generated artefacts with input models on-the-fly, while the input models are being modified (Sect. 3.5) . This paper makes the following additional contributions: -A new "online" mode for incremental execution of model-to-text transformations that further improves efficiency by leveraging the capability of modern modelling frameworks and tools to provide live model-elementlevel change notifications (which need to be reconstructed after the fact in the "offline" mode at a significant computational cost). -An extended empirical evaluation and discussion of the benefits of property access traces for two existing M2T transformations and comparisons between the online and offline transformation modes (Sect. 4).
Background
This section briefly summarises contemporary approaches to M2T transformations and the different types of incre-mentality that are needed for effective and efficient M2T transformation. The majority of contemporary M2T transformation languages enable transformations to be specified in the form of templates (Listing 1.1), whose structure closely resembles the generated text [4, 5] . Any parts of the generated text that vary over model elements are replaced with dynamic (executable) sections, which are evaluated against one or more source models. Any parts of generated text that are not sensitive to the source models are termed static sections. A M2T transformation normally comprises several templates, and coordination logic that invokes each template on the relevant part of the source models.
Incrementality in model transformation-and in generalseeks to react to changes in an artefact (such as a model) in a manner that minimises the need for redundant computations. For M2T transformation, three types of incrementality have been identified: user edit-preserving incrementality, target incrementality, 3 and source incrementality [5] . User editpreserving incrementality and target incrementality are now widely supported, but source incrementality is not [6] . In this paper, we focus on source incrementality and argue that it is an essential feature for providing scalable M2T transformation capabilities.
Source incrementality is the capability of an M2T transformation engine to respond to changes in the source models of an M2T transformation in a way that minimises (and ideally eliminates) the need for re-computations that will not eventually have an impact on the latter's output. Achieving a high degree of source incrementality can significantly improve the efficiency of complex transformations, especially when they operate on large or complex source models (e.g., with many cross-references between model elements and/or interdependencies between source models).
Property access traces
In this section, we demonstrate how property access traces recorded during the execution of an M2T transformation can be used to detect which templates need to be re-executed in response to a set of changes in the input model(s), thus facilitating source incrementality for contemporary template-based M2T transformation engines. In contrast to (a) (b) Fig. 1 Artefacts for an M2T transformation that generates reports. a Model. b Example output existing approaches to source incremental model-to-text and model-to-model transformation, property access traces do not rely on model differencing, which can be computationally expensive and imprecise as discussed in Sect. 5 where we highlight it as a major drawback of Xpand's 4 incremental transformation approach. This section provides an overview of using property access traces for source incremental transformation, discusses the way in which existing template-based M2T languages can be extended with support for property access traces, and briefly describes a prototypical implementation of property access traces for the EGL [7] M2T language.
Overview
To provide support for source incrementality, a transformation engine must be capable of identifying the subset of the transformation that is sensitive to changes in its input models (impact analysis), and re-executing the subset of the transformation to update the target (change propagation). Performing accurate impact analysis presents arguably the greatest challenge: in a template-based M2T transformation, a template might be sensitive to some types of change to a model element, but not to others. In the example presented in Fig. 1 , student reports are generated by a template that is sensitive to changes to the name of a course (e.g., "SEPR" changes to "Software Project"), but not to the name of the lecturer (e.g., "Mary Johnson" changes to "Mary Johnson-Smith") or to the names of the students that take the module.
Property access traces, as discussed below, provide an effective mechanism for recording an M2T transformation's execution footprint which can be then used to detect relevant changes in the source model and to determine which parts of the transformation need to be re-executed against which model elements. When a transformation is first executed, property access traces are captured and persisted in non- 4 http://eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/??project=xpand. volatile storage. A property access trace records which parts of the transformation access which parts of the source model. In subsequent executions of the transformation, the property access trace is used to detect whether the source model has changed, and to re-execute only those parts of the transformation that are likely to be affected by the source model changes. Determining which parts of the transformation to re-execute is possible because we require that transformation templates have two characteristics: they must be stateless and deterministic. A stateless template takes its data only from the input model, which means that the generated text is dependent only on data that we can observe. A deterministic template is one which when executed twice on the same input performs the same actions and produces the same output, which means that we can always predict which parts of the input model the template will access. Under these conditions, property accesses alone can be used to determine whether or not a reinvocation of a template is likely to produce a different output after the input model has been modified. A similar correctness argument is made for the incremental model consistency checking approach in [8] .
Property access traces can be applied to a transformation language to provide incrementality in two modes: offline and online. In the offline mode, the transformation engine terminates after an execution and re-executes a transformation only when a new version of the input model is available. However, it is also possible to apply property access traces to enable immediate change propagation (online transformation). In the online transformation mode, a transformation engine can re-execute a transformation as changes occur in input model(s).
Design
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of property access traces, we extended EGL (the Epsilon Generation Language) [7] , a contemporary template-based M2T language. EGX is an orchestration sub-language of EGL which provides mech- Fig. 2 Overview of transformation execution using EGX anisms for coordinating template execution. At this point, we should stress that although our reference implementation builds on top of EGL, the proposed approach is orthogonal to the model-to-text transformation language and can be in principle implemented on top of any interpreted (e.g., Acceleo 5 ) or compiled (e.g., Xtend [9] ) language, which can be augmented/instrumented to record property access events. Typically, M2T transformations implemented in compiled languages such as Xtend are likely to be more performant compared to implementations in interpreted languages. However, we have selected EGL as the basis for our prototype largely due to prior familiarity with the internals of the execution engine of the language.
Before discussing the details of implementing property access traces for EGL, we first describe the way in which transformations are defined and executed in the language (Fig. 2 ). An M2T transformation in EGL is specified in the form of an EGX program, which comprises a number of rules and EGL templates. In its simplest form, an EGX rule specifies a metamodel type on which it is applicable, 6 and expressions that are expected to evaluate to the path of a template and the path of a target file. The transformation engine starts by loading the input model(s), before executing the EGX program. Then each rule is executed against its applicable model elements; each model element is passed as a parameter to the template, and the text produced by the template is stored in target file.
Consider, for example, the M2T transformation in Listing 1.2, which produces student transcripts and course reports of the forms shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 1 is defined, whose value is determined at the transformation execution time.
In a typical M2T (batch) transformation engine, execution involves evaluating all templates against all instances of that context type every time a transformation is executed. In a source incremental M2T transformation engine, transformation execution involves identifying only the rule-element pairs that need to be re-evaluated to propagate changes from the source model to the generated text. In other words, a source incremental M2T transformation engine identifies but, crucially, does not re-evaluate templates for which the generated text is known from a previous invocation of the transformation. Figure 3 illustrates the conceptual organisation of the information contained in a PropertyAccessTrace. (Fig. 3) captures which transformation rules are invoked on which source model elements and, moreover, which PropertyAccesses resulted from each invocation of a transformation rule (a RuleInvocation in Fig. 3 ). -A PropertyAccessRecorder is responsible for recording
PropertyAccesses during the execution of a template and updating the PropertyAccesses when a change in the value of a PropertyAccess is detected. It is important to note that since property access traces contains data about input model elements only, any other type of change to the transformation specification is not considered (see Sect. 4.3 for a discussion on known limitations of this approach). -A PropertyAccessStore is responsible for storing the PropertyAccesses passed on to it by the PropertyAccessRecorder. The PropertyAccessStore is also responsible for making PropertyAccesses (that were stored during a previous transformation execution) available to the transformation engine. In our prototype, we use an embedded RDBMS to store property accesses, but other options (e.g., graph databases, XML documents, etc.) are also possible. The main non-functional requirement for a PropertyAccessStore is performance: any gains achieved with a source incremental engine might be negated if the PropertyAccessStore cannot efficiently read and write property access traces.
We now briefly describe the way in which these concepts are used to achieve source incremental transformation, before providing an example. During the initial execution of a transformation, the PropertyAccessRecorder creates PropertyAccesses from the properties of model elements that are accessed during the execution of each rule. The collected PropertyAccesses are organised by RuleInvocation by the transformation engine to form a PropertyAccessTrace, that is eventually stored by the PropertyAccessStore. In a subsequent execution of the M2T transformation, the transformation engine retrieves the previous PropertyAccessTrace from the PropertyAccessStore. Whenever the transformation engine would ordinarily invoke a transformation rule, it instead retrieves each relevant PropertyAccess from the PropertyAccessTrace and queries the model to determine if the value of any of the PropertyAccesses has changed. Only when a value has changed is the transformation rule invoked. The PropertyAccessTrace is updated and stored if any values have changed.
Offline transformation in EGL
In the offline transformation mode, the transformation is only re-executed on demand when a new version of an input model is available. During the initial execution of a transformation, the transformation engine records and persists property accesses. During subsequent executions of the transformation, the transformation engine retrieves the persisted property access trace, and before re-executing a template on a model element, it examines the values of associated property accesses that were retrieved from the property access store by querying the input model to determine whether there has been any modification of any of the model element features that were accessed during the previous execution of the template. If the current value of at least one template invocation's property access differs from the retrieved value of such property access, only then will the transformation engine reexecute the template. It is important to note that templates often contain multiple accesses to the same model element feature. Therefore, in order to minimise the space requirements for persisting a property access trace, only distinct property accesses are recorded.
Offline transformation example
To further demonstrate the way in which property access traces achieve source-incremental M2T transformation, we now consider an example. Our example uses the transformation in Listings 1.3 and 1.4, which generate student transcripts and course reports from a university model. Executing the transformation on the minimal university model in Fig. 1a causes the transcript-generating rule to be invoked once on each student (andy and sally), and the course reportgenerating rule once on course (sepr). As such, the resulting property access trace comprises three rule invocation objects (Fig. 4) . Each rule invocation object comprises several property accesses, which are recorded during the execution of the templates in Listing 1.3 and 1.4.
Let us consider the properties accessed during the invocation of the template on sally. The sallyTranscript rule invocation ( Fig. 5 ) comprises several attribute and reference access objects and is constructed as follows. Firstly, the template accesses sally.name (line 1 of Listing 1.3) and creates the aa1 attribute access (Fig. 5 ). The template then accesses sally.grades (line 3), and this creates the ra1 reference access. The grade.course.name traversal expression in the template (line 4) creates two property accesses: the ra2 reference access for grade.course and the aa2 attribute access for course.name. Finally, the grade.mark expression (line 5) creates the aa3 attribute access. The boxes with a dashed border in Fig. 5 reinforce the relationship between property access objects in the trace and the expressions in the template (Listing 1.3). Note that each property access stores a reference to the model element from which its value was obtained.
When the M2T transformation is executed again, the transformation engine retrieves the property access trace (including Figs. 4 and 5) and queries the parts of the model that were previously accessed by the transformation, such as the name of each student. Only when the value of any property differs from the value stored in a property access is the containing rule invocation re-executed.
For example, the sallyTranscript rule invocation (Fig. 5 ) indicates that if all of the following constraints hold, then the rule invocation need not be re-executed: Suppose that Sally's grade for the SEPR course is changed: the mark attribute of g2 is changed from 42 to 54. Note that the aa3 attribute access (highlighted in Fig. 5 ) stores the old value for the mark, 42. When the transformation is reexecuted, condition #5 above will no longer hold: g2.mark will now evaluate to 54. Consequently, the transformation engine will re-execute the sallyTranscript rule invocation.
We have not shown the complete property access trace for the andyTranscript rule invocation (due to space constraints), but it is very similar in structure to the sallyTranscript rule invocation in Fig. 5 . The property accesses for andyTranscript result in the following constraints:
1. andy.name == "Andy Brown" 2. andy.grades == {g1} 3. g1.course == sepr 4. sepr.name == "SEPR" 5. g1.mark == "88" From these constraints, it is clear that the change to g2.mark does not require a re-execution of the andyTranscript rule invocation as none of the constraints above depend on g2.mark. If, on the other hand, our change had been to sepr.name rather than to g2.mark, then both of the sets of constraints shown above would be unsatisfied and both the sallyTranscript and the andyTranscript rule invocations would be re-executed. In addition to the simple types of modifications outlined above, deleting obsolete files (generated files that exist in the transformation output directory despite having deleted the model elements from which they were generated) from transformation output directories is straightforward. The transformation engine evaluates whether previous rule invocations are still valid by checking if the referenced model element of its associated template invocations is still accessible in the source model. If a model element has been deleted, then any associated rule invocation will no longer be executable, and hence, the file generated from the previous rule invocation is deleted.
In general, determining whether or not a rule invocation needs to be re-executed requires the evaluation of O(n) constraints where n is the number of distinct property accesses for that rule invocation.
Online transformation in EGL
In this section, we discuss how property access traces can be extended to support on-the-fly (or online) incremental M2T transformation. Thus far, the narrative has assumed that M2T transformations are only re-executed when a new version of an input model is available. The example in Sect. 3.4.1 describes a typical offline incremental M2T transformation scenario-initially, the transformation is executed and some textual artefacts are generated; the input model evolves and results in a new version of the model; the transformation is re-executed, and generated artefacts are re-synchronised with the input model. In the offline M2T transformation we assume that the model editing process happens in a black box, and we can only have access to the latest version of the transformation's input model. However, some modelling frameworks and tools (e.g., EMF, PTC Integrity Modeler) offer model-element-level change notification facilities which can be leveraged to eliminate the need for post-fact change detection and facilitate online incremental M2T transformation. Online transformation can be particularly important for modelling tools which require instant propagation of model changes to generated artefacts to immediately evaluate the effects of the changes and ensure consistency.
Commonly, modelling tools that are used to construct graphical editors for modelling languages (e.g., Eugenia [10] ) perform M2T transformations which generate source code (e.g., implementation classes that adapt the model classes for editing) for the editor. For example, each time an input model is modified, Eugenia updates an intermediate model (genmodel) through a M2M transformation before re-executing the M2T transformation that generates the editor from the intermediate model. As the construction of a model editor involves several iterations which contain minor tweaks, immediate re-synchronisation of the editor code with the genmodel is desirable, and can potentially reduce development time, since the developer can instantly assess the effects of the changes on the model editor. Another important advantage of online change propagation is that it is arguably more time-efficient than the offline transformation mode because the transformation engine does not need to fully traverse the input model to detect changes; fine-grained change notifications are provided for free by the model editor.
Design
Although the online and offline incremental transformation modes are founded on the same principle of recording property accesses on model elements during template invocations and using the recorded data to limit the re-execution of a transformation to relevant template invocations, noteworthy differences also exist between the two modes.
1. In the offline mode, change detection is performed by the transformation engine in a batch mode, whereas in the online mode, the transformation engine is notified of model-element-level changes; 2. Impact analysis in the offline mode requires full model and property access trace traversals, while in the online mode, only a subset of the property access trace is examined. As such, the offline mode requires the evaluation of O(n) constraints where n is the number of property access traces. On the other hand, during impact analysis in the online mode, the transformation engine only analyses the stored property access traces, which-using a Java HashMap-is an O(1) operation in the average case.
In the offline mode, change detection entails querying the input model to determine whether the values of relevant property accesses have changed. In the online mode, change notifications are provided by the underlying model editor. It follows that in the online mode, a property access does not need to include the value of the property since the transformation does not require this information to determine whether the value of a model element's feature has been modified or not. Therefore, a property access becomes a pair of the form < e, p >, where e is the model element id, p is the model element's property name. Although change detection in the online mode is relatively straightforward compared to the offline mode, the online mode introduces another layer of complexity-establishing transaction boundaries. For instance, the transformation engine would have to determine when to re-execute a transformation depending on whether an edit session of the input model is still in progress or has completed. Also, careful considerations have to be made of how the transformation engine responds to change notifications it receives while a previous invocation of a transformation is still in progress.
Furthermore, online transformation introduces the notion that model element changes are external and an indirect concern of the transformation engine since the transformation engine does not have to compute them. Therefore, model element change is conceptualised as an external Fig. 6 Overview of online transformation using property access trace entity that is consumed by the transformation engine much like a transformation parameter. Hence, in addition to PropertyAccessTrace, PropertyAccessRecorder, PropertyAccess, and PropertyAccessStore, a further concept is introduced:
-A Change comprises a model element's id and the name of the property of the modified model element (i.e., a pair of the form < e, p >) and it is structurally equivalent to a property access. It is used to determine which rule invocations require re-execution.
An overview of online transformation using property access traces is presented in Fig. 6 . In the online propagation mode, the execution of a transformation proceeds as follows:
1. The transformation engine begins to observe the input model specified in the transformation configuration. 2. The model editor triggers change notifications as the user edits the model. 3. The transformation engine receives change notifications for an input model as they occur. 4. The transformation engine analyses the change notifications to find relevant rule invocations. 5. The transformation engine re-executes related rule invocations, executes new rule invocations (for new elements), and deletes previously generated obsolete files (for deleted elements). 6. Based on step 5, any changes to previously recorded property accesses are updated and persisted in the property access store.
Since the transformation engine needs to be aware of changes as they are made to the input model, in step 1, before the initial execution of a transformation, the transformation engine initiates monitoring of the model elements through a change listener (provided by the underlying modelling framework) to the input model. In step 2, modifications to observed model elements will trigger change notifications by the underlying modelling framework which are forwarded to the transformation engine (in step 3). In step 4, the transformation queries the property access trace for each change notification to determine which rule invocations are affected by the change. In step 5, new rule invocations are created (for new elements), affected rule invocations are re-executed, and obsolete files are deleted. Finally, in step 6, the property access trace is updated and persisted in the property access store.
Change detection and batching in online transformation
As explained above, to achieve online incremental transformation using property access traces, it is essential that the tool used to edit the source model is capable of producing live model-element-level change notifications. With regard to the frequency of incremental re-execution in response to such notifications, the transformation engine can either react to each change as it occurs, and re-execute the appropriate rule-invocations immediately, or it can collect and batch changes based on an appropriate policy. Potential policies can include processing changes every time the user saves a model file, at fixed intervals, after change events that leave the model in a state where it satisfies its constraints, or using a combination of the above. A discussion on the appropriateness of different policies for different use cases is out of the scope of the paper. As such, our only assumption is that changes will be processed in batches (in the case of immediate re-execution, each batch contains exactly one change). To minimise rule invocations, the following types of change notifications can be safely filtered out from a batch before passing it on to the impact analysis algorithm: -Duplicate property change events: The impact analysis algorithm only needs to know which (distinct) properties of model elements have been modified during the last execution of the transformation, but is insensitive to the number of times the same property value may have been changed. As such, we only keep one change notification for each distinct model element-property pair. -Property change events on elements deleted later on in the editing session: Regenerating the content of target files only to delete them altogether later on when the deletion event is encountered is wasteful and is preempted by ignoring property change events from elements that are deleted subsequently in the editing session. -Property change events on elements created in the editing session: Properties of new model elements cannot have been possibly accessed in previous execution of the transformation, and as such changes in their properties are inconsequential for the purposes of impact analysis. -Deletion events for elements that were created in the editing session: The deletion of model elements created in the same editing session is also irrelevant to impact analysis, in line with the argument above.
As our prototype implementation is based on EMF, we also filter out EMF-specific change notifications that are fundamentally irrelevant to impact analysis (e.g., EMF produces a notification every time a listener is added or removed to a model element). The filtered changes are then used to conduct impact analysis and selectively re-execute relevant rules identically to the offline mode.
Evaluation and experience report
In this section, we report on the results of the empirical evaluation of the proposed approach, in which we compare the transformation execution times in incremental (offline and online modes) and non-incremental execution modes for two existing transformations. The results of our experiments show that source incremental transformations can be more efficient than non-incremental transformations, particularly for frequent or relatively small changes to models.
Empirical evaluation
To assess the performance of property access traces, we used two existing EGL transformations: Pongo and INESS. We investigated whether property access traces are effective when used for repeated invocations of M2T over the lifetime of an MDE project (Pongo). In order to demonstrate that property access traces scale well with complex M2T transformations, we performed an experiment with the INESS transformation. We also investigated the memory and disc usage of property access traces (Pongo and INESS) to ensure that resource usage is reasonable. The first set of Pongo experiments (Sect. 4.1.1) was executed in the offline mode, and the second set (Sect. 4.1.2) was executed in the online mode. Each experiment was run a total of ten times, after which we computed the average execution time for each iteration. The experiments that were performed during the evaluation work were executed on a MacBook Pro OS X Yosemite (2.5 GHz Intel Core i5, 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3) with Java 1.7 SDK.
Pongo experiment I
Pongo 7 generates data mapper layers for MongoDB, a nonrelational database. Pongo takes as input an Ecore model that describes the types and properties of the objects to be stored in the database, and generates Java code that can be used to interact with the database via the user-defined types and properties (without needing to use the MongoDB API).
We compared the total time taken for incremental and non-incremental code generation over the lifetime of a real MDE project. For this purpose, we used Pongo v0.5, and 11 versions of the GmfGraph Ecore model (obtained from the Git repository 8 of the GMF team). To simulate code generation activities in the GMF project, we ran Pongo using non-incremental and incremental EGL in offline mode on each version of the GmfGraph Ecore model.
The results (Table 1) show the difference in number of template invocations and total execution time between nonincremental and incremental execution modes of execution, for each of the 11 versions of the GmfGraph model. Expectedly, during the first invocation of the transformation (version 1.23) in incremental mode, the execution took slightly longer to execute than the non-incremental mode because the former incurs an overhead as the transformation in addition to evaluating templates, must record and process model element properties that are accessed in each template. However, during subsequent executions of the transformation, the incremental mode of execution required between 25 and 48% of the execution time required by the non-incremental mode. In other words, during the execution of the transformation on all versions of the GmfGraph project, we observed upto an 75% reduction in total execution time. Although the overall reduction in execution time (12.51 s) is modest, that is partly explained by the relatively small size of the Pongo transformation (6 EGL templates totalling 329 lines of code), and of the GmfGraph model (averaging 65 classes). 
Pongo experiment II
To evaluate property access traces in the online transformation mode using the Pongo M2T, we first had to reconstruct the changes that existed in-between the 11 versions of GmfGraph. In the first step, we determined the differences between an input model and its preceding version. This was done using the EMFCompare tool [11] which computes a difference model by comparing two models. EMFCompare has a graphical user interface which shows the differences between two models in both textual and tree view formats.
In the next step, we manually encoded the changes identified via model differencing as a script that could be used to evolve a model from its current version to the next version. Considering that our experiment replays the evolution of the input models, it is important to note that during this process, the changes between the versions of the input model are batched before being forwarded to the transformation engine (as depicted in Fig. 7) . This is based on the assumption that during the evolution of each version of the input model, the changes were applied in a single modification session because this information is not stored in either version of the model. Moreover, it is impossible to determine exactly what changes were done and undone during the real evolution of the input model. Table 2 compares the execution times of the Pongo transformation on GmfGraph models in non-incremental and incremental modes (online and offline executions). Overall, as expected, incremental execution required less time compared to the non-incremental execution, and online incremental execution outperformed offline incremental execution. The difference in execution time between the online and offline execution modes is due to the fact that the transformation engine in the online mode does not need to compute model changes by querying the input model, as these are provided for free by the EMF notification facility. By contrast, in the offline mode the transformation engine performs a full traversal of the input model and analyses an entire stored property access trace in order to determine template invocations that require re-execution. As highlighted in Table 2 during the evolution of the model from version 1.30 to 1.31, and 1.31 to 1.32, which comprised single changes to the input models, the transformation engine in offline mode still took approximately 0.5 s despite the fact that the changes were irrelevant to the transformation (i.e., did not result in the reexecution of any template invocation). On the other hand, the online mode took about 0.02 s to re-execute (significantly less time compared to 0.48 s in offline mode).
INESS experiment
For this experiment, we used an existing transformation developed in the context of the Integrated European Signaling System (INESS) EC FP7 project. The INESS M2T transformation generates model checking code (in Promela [12] and mCRL2 [13] ) for analysing railway interlocking models (captured in UML) to determine inconsistencies between requirements and system properties defined by railway engineers. For this experiment, we only considered the subset of INESS M2T transformation that generated mCRL2 code because it represents a bottleneck of the transformation. It is also a complex part of the transformation: the input model from which mCRL2 code was generated was about 20 MB and contained 119,621 model elements. Additionally, the transformation comprised 6 templates. This experiment was executed in offline mode and in five iterations as follows: The model (M) we started with in Step 1 was the 20MB UML model discussed above. In Step 2, we executed the transformation in incremental mode to establish the property access traces. Then we conducted five iterations of Step 3. The first step of each iteration (3a) involved introducing small-scale changes to the model (M) in order to obtain a new version of it (M'). The specific size and nature of these modifications are not important as our sole purpose with these was to trigger controlled re-execution of templates in the incremental mode. Then in Steps 3b and 3c we executed the transformation again on the modified model (M') in incremental and non-incremental mode and recorded the respective execution times, which are displayed in Table 3 .
The obtained results provide further evidence that property access traces can be used to reduce the amount of time required to propagate model changes to generated artefacts. Apart from this, the results also provide interesting insight into the nature of the INESS transformation; the amount of time required to re-execute the transformation in incremental mode during iteration 5 is 200% of the time expended reexecuting the transformation during iteration 4. Considering that only one additional file is regenerated during iteration 5 compared to iteration 4, there is a disparity in the re-execution time observed during iterations 4 and 5. This disparity is due to the fact that the INESS transformation includes a longrunning, monolithic template (mCRL2_procs_v2.egl) from which a large file was generated. The re-execution of the mCRL2_procs_v2.egl template accounted for more than 99% of the total execution time of the transformation. Precisely, it required about 14 h to execute in incremental mode and generated a file that is about 25 MB on disc 9 . This observation motivates further work discussed in Sect. 6.
As the main purpose of the INESS M2T experiment was to demonstrate that property access traces are tractable with respect to space and memory usage for M2T transformations of high complexity (e.g., transformations that consume large input models), we describe our observations during the experiment in terms of memory and disc space utilisation. As summarised in Table 4 , a total of 88,011 unique property accesses due to access operations made on 32,117 model elements were recorded during the execution of the transformation. This figure indicates that about 27% of the input model elements are accessed while about 73% (proportion of model element features) of the input model is not accessed by the transformation. Note that this figure remained unchanged throughout the five iterations because the input model modifications did not include deletions of model elements. 
Memory and disc utilisation
To demonstrate that our approach is practical with respect to resource usage, we investigated the memory and disc usage of property access traces during our experiments with Pongo and INESS. In the Pongo M2T experiments on GmfGraph models, the average number of property accesses was 797 which represents about 38 KB in memory cost while disc space requirement for persisting the property access traces was 252 KB in offline mode. In contrast, in online mode, the average disc space consumption of the execution of Pongo M2T on GmfGraph models was 236 KB. On the other hand, the average memory utilisation recorded during the execution of INESS M2T was 4.22 MB, and the property access trace was persisted in a database file which occupied about 19.7 MB of disc space.
It is important to note that the memory and disc usage will vary for different transformations, depending on the size of the input model and in particular the amount of property accesses made by the transformation.
Discussion
Our experiments suggested that property access traces improve the scalability of M2T transformations. From our results, the time required to incrementally propagate changes from input models to generated artefacts depended on the impact of the changes made to the input models. Through our experiments on real-life M2T transformations, we have demonstrated reduction in execution time for both contrived/-controlled (e.g., the changes to the UML model in the INESS case study) and real-world changes to a model (e.g., the changes made to GmfGraph Ecore model which we were able to reproduce using EOL scripts). The results also indicate that source incrementality using our approach is more efficient than non-incremental transformations when frequent, small changes are made to a model throughout the lifetime of a project.
The results of the experiments in our previous work [14] , which used signatures for source-incremental M2T transformation suggested that source incrementality can be used to realize up to 45% performance gain in transformation execution time. As observed during our experiments, Property access traces in the offline mode offer a further 15% reduction in transformation execution time. Overall, a 60% reduction in transformation execution time was observed using property access traces in the offline mode. In the online mode, overall, 75% reduction in transformation execution time was observed.
As demonstrated in Sect. 4.1.3, the benefits of incremental change propagation largely disappear for transformations that produce large monolithic files. Such transformations can be the result of (1) a poor implementation or (2) missing cross-file referencing (e.g., import statements) facilities in the target language (as is the case with Promela). The first case is out of the scope of this work. In our experience, the second case is rather infrequent as the overwhelming majority of programming and markup languages provide support for cross-file references.
Lastly, an incremental M2T transformation is correct if it results in the regeneration of all the required files whose contents were affected by the change(s) to the input model. Ideally, this can proved by formal verification. However, to the best of our knowledge, most contemporary M2T languages (including EGL, Acceleo, Xtend) do not have formally specified semantics, and as such are not amenable to formal proofs. Hence, to build confidence on the correctness of the incremental execution of the two transformations that we used in the evaluation of property access traces, we performed a substantial number of tests which compared the output of the transformations in incremental mode with the output of the transformations in non-incremental mode. The outcome of our tests indicate that the contents of the files generated in incremental mode were always the same as the contents of the same files generated in non-incremental mode.
Limitations of property access traces
Our current implementation of property access traces in EGL monitors property accesses only during the execution of templates. However, in the offline transformation execution mode, property access traces can become oversensitive to changes to parameters contained in unordered collections because it cannot distinguish between unordered and ordered collections. Consider a template (e.g., [%= student.grades.mark %]) that only prints out the grades of a student, the PropertyAccessRecorder records a property access of grades on student, whose value is a collection of Grades, and also records a property access of mark on each Grade in the collection Student.grades. If in a change event, a Grade is removed and re-added to the collection Student.grades, these modification operations will result in the same set of Student.grades, albeit with a different order, since the re-added Grade is inserted at the back of the collection. In the offline mode, this will cause the template to be re-executed unnecessarily. The order of collections are important for accurate comparison of modified structural features of a model element. Our current implementation does a string comparison of the values of property accesses recorded from calls that return a collection of structural features and cannot detect if mere re-ordering of collections is a significant change event.
An inherent limitation of the property access trace approach is that the use of non-deterministic programming constructs (e.g., random number generators, hash-sets, hash-maps) in a template prevents source incrementality (because the template is not guaranteed to produce the same result in two subsequent invocations even if the model has not changed between them), and that property access traces can be pessimistic: it is conceivable that a template might access a property but not use its value in the generated text (e.g., [% if(grade.mark > 70) { //do-nothing } %]). In the latter case, a property access trace would result in an unnecessary re-execution of the template. Finally, an implementation-level limitation of the current prototype is that it does not support multiple input models. However, this limitation is trivial and can be easily addressed by extending the property access trace as discussed in Sect. 3.2. Although the case studies presented in this paper considered only M2T transformations that comprised single input models, the performance of property access traces is not likely to diminish compared to what our current experiments suggest, if multiple input models were otherwise used.
The reason for this is that property access traces scale by the number of element-property pairs accessed during a transformation and require no further information from the models where these elements are contained, other than a unique (in the scope of the transformation) model identifier.
Related work
Available literature indicates that significantly more research work has been done in the context of incremental M2M transformation. Hearnden [15] proposes a live-updating technique which uses a tree to represent the trace of a transformation execution. Each node represents either a source or target element, and the edges are rules. The transformation context exists as a whole and is maintained throughout all transformation executions. Thus, as changes are made to the source model, the changes reflect in the tree and the target is deduced from the tree. For example if an element is added to the source, the transformation searches for a matching rule and model element in the tree. If it finds one, it updates the node; otherwise, it spawns another edge and node in the tree. This way, the transformation eliminates the need of a merge algorithm for merging incremental targets.
Other techniques described by Giese et.al. [16] and Ráth et. al. [17] are graph-based. Giese et.al.'s technique is based on Triple Graph Grammars (TGG) and exploits persisted traceability information to maintain consistency between source and target models; the correspondence model has a correspondence node with a self-association which connects each correspondence node to its predecessors. A rule in TGG specifies a correspondence mapping between the elements of the source and the target models. A graph grammar rule is applied by substituting the left hand side (LHS) with the right hand side (RHS) if the pattern on the LHS can be matched to a pattern in the correspondence model. A directed edge from the correspondence node to the created target element is inserted each time a rule is successfully applied. This reflects the dependencies and execution order of the rules. So, by traversing the directed acyclic graph created by the correspondence nodes, inconsistencies between the source and target models can be determined, which is done by retrieving the rule which was used to create the correspondence node and checking if it still matches the current situation. For example, if any inconsistency is detected due to a deletion in the source, it deletes the created target element and the correspondence node. This way, the algorithm achieves incrementality by not re-running the transformation against the entire source model but it incurs a cost in all correspondence nodes by comparing it with patterns in the source model.
A similar TGG-based incremental transformation technique is proposed by Giese et al. [18] . This technique requires TGG rules to be deterministic and assumes only source model modification. In contrast to [16] , it supports live change propagation. To detect model element modifications, an event listener is attached to each model element in the source. Whenever an element is modified, its associated correspondence node is put in a transformation queue. Thereafter, the queue is processed by executing specific synchronisation rules on the elements contained in the queue. Synchronisation rules are responsible for maintaining consistency between associated source and target models by first checking the structure of the matching source and target elements before checking attribute equality.
A different incremental graph-based transformation technique called incremental pattern matching is presented by Ráth et al. [17] . Graph patterns are atomic units of model transformations which define constraints that must be satisfied for model manipulation to take place. In case of incremental pattern matching, graph patterns are defined on model elements, and whenever the model is modified, graph patterns are updated. This approach is based on the RETE algorithm. RETE is an efficient algorithm for comparing large collections of patterns to collections of objects [19] . Transformation information is represented as tuples and nodes. Tuples contain model elements. Nodes refer to patterns and store tuples that conform to a pattern. When changes are applied to a model element, update signals are sent through outgoing edges, then each receiving node updates its stored tuples, and where applicable, more update signals are generated and propagated through the graph.
Bergmann et. al. [20] presents a fundamentally different approach which defines the concept of change history models. Change history models are essentially a log of elementary model changes derived from performing simple operations on model elements. Basically, the change history models are trace models which contain sequences of model manipulation operations. So, whenever a change is applied to the model, the change history model is updated and the associated rule is invoked. Since this technique focuses on bidirectional transformation (i.e., transformation in which target elements can also be translated to source elements), a change history model of the target model is also tracked. Incrementality is achieved by mapping the change history model of the source and target models based on a generic metamodel that captures model manipulation operations, e.g., createElement, setAttribute. A distinct feature of this technique is that transformation mapping takes place between model manipulation operations in the change history model of both source and target models rather than on the source and target models.
Jouault and Tisi [21] propose an incremental technique for ATL that is based on creating bindings of OCL expressions to model elements. The bindings represent dependency information between specific rules and OCL expressions evaluated during the execution of the rules. With the dependency information, when changes are applied to the source model, exact rules which consume the modified model elements can be determined and re-executed on such elements. This technique is different to the ones described above in that it relies on tracking transformation execution information. However, it exhibits a crucial limitation. It does not track imperative statements. As such, model elements accessed within imperative blocks cannot be monitored. This compromises the correctness of the transformations that are executed with this incremental engine.
Of the reviewed incremental M2M transformation techniques [15, 16, 18] are purely declarative in nature. As such they are not applicable to transformations that require complex operations. On the other hand, [17, 20, 21] combine declarative and imperative constructs. However, they do not support incremental execution of imperative parts, instead [20] and [17] re-execute all imperative parts; hence, they are overly pessimistic and limit the benefits of incrementality. On the other hand, [21] ignores imperative parts; thus, it compromises the completeness of the transformation. On top of these limitations, using a M2T language to express a M2T transformation is typically awkward as M2M languages lack effective support for common M2T activities such as handling protected regions (to enable mixing generated with handwritten code), "static" (parts of generated) files, white space, etc.
To the best of our knowledge, Xpand 10 is the only contemporary M2T language that supports source incremental transformation. Incremental generation in Xpand uses a combination of trace links and model differencing techniques. Difference models are used to determine changed subset of input models, and trace links are used to specify how source model elements are mapped to generated files. Once the difference model is constructed, impact analysis is performed to determine which changed model elements are used in which templates. A template is re-executed if it consumes a model element that has changed. The efficiency of the approach to incrementality employed by Xpand is heavily dependent on the effectiveness of the underlying modelling framework in performing model differencing. For instance, calculating model diffs between all the versions of GmfGraph models used for the Pongo transformation took about 1.3 s (average) using EmfCompare which is the same tool that Xpand uses to compute model diffs. Note that the time taken to compute the model diffs in this way represents only a part of the computation done by Xpand's incremental engine and exceeds the time taken to execute each Pongo transformation (see Table 2 ) on all versions of the GmfGraph model. As model differencing is integral to Xpand's incremental method, there is no need to conduct a full scale comparison of property access traces and model differencing incremental approaches. Furthermore, as recognised by the developers of Xpand 11 , performance can be impaired because model differencing requires that (at least) two versions of the input model, along with a diff model are loaded, which requires at least three model traversals. This might also be impractical since access to the previous version of the model is needed and may not be available. Property access traces as explained in Sect. 3 do not require model differencing and hence offer a fundamentally different approach to source incrementality.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed property access traces, an approach to reducing the execution time of M2T transformations in response to changes to source models. We have contributed a design for extending M2T transformation languages with support for property access traces and demonstrated the feasibility of property access traces through an empirical evaluation. We have shown that the potential performance gains of source incremental transformation via property access traces are substantial: we observed an average reduction in transformation execution time of 60 and 75% for offline and online modes, respectively. Instead of computing model differences between versions of input models as used by Xpand's incremental transformation technique, property access traces employs a technique that only requires the current state of a model.
In future work, we will investigate strategies for decomposing large monolithic templates that do not lend themselves to incrementality. By breaking monolithic templates (such as the one contained in the INESS transformation experiment (4.1.3)) into smaller units and by allowing multiple templates to contribute to the content of the same output file, such transformations can benefit from incremental techniques. We also intend to assess whether the use of different types of persistence mechanisms, such as a graph database or a triple store, can improve performance and/or lower space/memory requirements over our existing implementation which uses a relational database to store property access traces. Finally, we plan to implement support for integrating the incremental EGL engine with continuous integration systems such as Jenkins and Travis, so that the latter can trigger incremental re-execution of M2T transformations upon relevant model file change events.
